Refurbishment &
Upgrade

When you made the
decision to purchase
equipment from Atlas
Technologies, you
weren’t only buying the
best automation on the
market, you were buying
the “Atlas Guarantee”.
You were secure in
knowing that we stand
behind our products.
Who better to select for
your equipment refurbishment needs then the
company that designed
and built it originally!

Upgrade on a
Transfer Cart Battery
to increase product
performance.

Before Refurbishment
Customer Wash Cart returned to Atlas after 10+ years
in service for Refurbishment and Upgrade into a
powered Transfer Cart.

After Refurbishment

The Atlas Approach
You can trust the Automation Experts at
Atlas Technologies to restore your valuable
equipment to its original specifications and
beyond.
Refurbishment: Includes cleaning, painting, component evaluation, recommendation for replacement or repair and the restoration to “like new” condition.
Upgrade In addition to refurbishment, we
offer improvements to the equipment to
achieve the highest level of performance
and capabilities available today!

The Atlas Difference








We have a complete in house engineering
department, a highly skilled service
department that is on call 24-7-365, and
an estimating, sales and project management departments.
Our state of the art facilities provide over
100,000 sq. ft. of manufacturing and
office space. This makes us large enough
to refurbish and upgrade complete
systems, yet small enough to remain
affordable.
Our manufacturing facilities are complete
with fabrication, machine shop, machine
assembly and test departments.
We strive to continuously improve our
equipment and processes through R&M
and VA/VE engineering.

Before
The Atlas Guarantee
We stand behind our quality workmanship with
a parts and labor warranty.




All new Atlas mechanical components for two
full years.
All new purchased mechanical, electrical, pneumatic and hydraulic parts for one full year.
Warranty excludes materials that are normally
consumed in use.

After

You can trust Atlas to restore your
valuable equipment to its original
specifications and beyond!

